
Fill in the blanks with your own funny words! Then, read the Fill in the blanks with your own funny words! Then, read the 
actual paragraph on the back to learn about little blue penguins.actual paragraph on the back to learn about little blue penguins.

Little Blue Penguins are a type of _________________ that loves to__________________ !
                                noun                                            verb

You can most likely find them _____________________ or ____________________ in their 
                           verb -ing                                verb -ing

water-filled exhibit. Penguins can make very ____________________________ noises, 
                                                                                 adjective

  
oftentimes to ___________________ with each other. Our aquarists feed the penguins

                           verb

lots of ____________________, up to ___________ pound(s) every day. The penguins eat
                           noun, animal                             number       

so much ____________________ that they can poop up to ___________ times a day! Little Blue 
               noun, same animal                             number

Penguins are the world's ______________ species of penguin, growing to about the size of 
                                                           adjective

a _____________________. They enjoy ________________ into the ground and making nests 
                      noun, food              verb -ing

out of _________________ and __________________ that can be found around their 
                           noun                                   noun

habitat. Little Blue Penguins come all the way from _______________________ and 
                                    place

Australia and now have a permanent home at Birch Aquarium. 

LITTLE BLUE 
PENGUINS



Little Blue Penguins are a type of bird that loves to swim! You can most likely 

find them diving or gliding around their water-filled exhibit. Penguins can make 

very loud noises, oftentimes to communicate with each other. Our aquarists 

feed the penguins lots of fish, up to 1/2 pound(s) every day. The penguins eat 

so much fish that they can poop up to 145 times a day! Little Blue Penguins 

are the world’s smallest species of penguin, growing to about the size of a

 California burrito. They enjoy burrowing into the ground and making nests 

out of grasses and leaves that can be found around their habitat. Little 

Blue Penguins come all the way from New Zealand and Australia 

and now have a permanent home at Birch Aquarium.
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